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A Novel Reaction-based Technology for Scaffold & Analogue Design in Medicinal Chemistry

CHEMPASS’ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND

In any discovery environment or project the design of new scaffolds, key reagents, fragments, as well as hit or lead

analogs is a very important, often project success determining step. Most computer-aided design tools provide

suggestions of new structures without consideration of synthetic feasibility giving significant, sometimes

insurmountable challenges during the synthesis of the selected new molecules.

ChemPass has developed artificial intelligence technologies that enable the design of new chemical entities in a

profoundly different manner: molecules are constructed and evaluated using synthetic schemes of up to 3 main

steps. The heart of the system is a fully customizable synthesis know-how database and a design engine that work

in harmony to generate novel chemical matter. Partly due to our efforts, forward synthesis design is becoming a

powerful tool for generating synthesizable scaffolds, reagents and lead analogs with user-defined properties –

including molecular properties, synthetic feasibility, synthesis cost and time.

An attractive feature of the design philosophy in our software is that it works analogously to medicinal chemists’

thinking when new molecules are being considered: chemists, as our technology, think about the synthetic

schemes and available building blocks/reagents that can lead to interesting new analogs or scaffolds. The

approach therefore can become revolutionary if the reliability of the synthetic feasibility prediction becomes as

good or better than what a group of good medicinal chemists can provide.

CHEMPASS TECHNOLOGY: FORWARD REACTION-BASED DESIGN

CHEMPASS DESIGN PLATFORM: SYNSPACE SOFTWARE

The software is browser-based on the client side and underneath the system is composed of the key synthesis 

know-how database and the designer module as well as a reagent database as reactant source and a screening 

compound/patent database for embedded novelty check. The software can be installed in cloud, on company 

servers or it is also hosted by ChemPass.
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THREE COMPLEMENTARY DESIGN MODES IN SYNSPACE

SynSpace has 3 complementary design methodologies depending on the nature of information the user has to get 

started with a design with an easy to use, chemist-oriented interface for medicinal chemists and cheminformatics 

scientists.
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USE CASE 1: SCAFFOLD DESIGN OF PARTIALLY SATURATED TEMPLATES

With SynSpace there is no need for any cheminformatics or computer skills for chemists to start designing!

Only required input are the reaction types and few simple filters to define the design objective (Reaction-based

design).

2-step sequence provides hundreds of synthetically enabled scaffold analogs for further evaluation by medicinal

chemists.
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USE CASE 2: SCAFFOLD HOPPING / PATENT BUSTING of US 2016/0096851 A1
With SynSpace there is no need for any cheminformatics or computer skills for chemists to start designing!

Objective: 5-HT modulator tricyclic pyrrolidine scaffold analog design using reagents that would be on the shelf in

the research group working on the patented project (Starting Material-based design).

2-step and 3-step sequences provide a few hundred synthetically enabled novel scaffold ideas evaluation by

medicinal chemists to initiate scaffold hopping or to get around the patented scaffold.
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USE CASE 3: LEAD OPTIMIZATION, BIOISOSTERE ANALYSIS
With SynSpace there is no need for any cheminformatics or computer skills for chemists to start designing

Objective: Design scaffold and bioisostere variations with freedom of operation for a 6-Cl-indazolone against D-

Amino Acid Oxidase (Keseru et al, JMC submitted) using Transformation design.
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SUMMARY

ChemPass has developed a revolutionary new software, SynSpace to assist in idea generation 

for organic and medicinal chemists in scaffold design, scaffold variation design, patent busting, 

hit or lead analog design and any other design tasks. Main features and benefits:
1. Easy to use interface specifically designed for organic and medicinal chemists with or without

significant design experience

2. Revolutionary design approach follows the logic used by medicinal chemists

3. Synthetic tractability is incorporated into the design

4. 3 complementary design modes allow efficient sampling of chemical space

5. User company benefits include:

• Improved laboratory synthetic success rate and timelines

• Faster and fewer optimization cycles

• Expanded IP space

• Higher success rate in med-chem projects

• Automated & seamless know-how sharing within organization

• CROs: More med-chem ideas/suggestions to collaborators

6. Access options: software license or project support by ChemPass

Successfully expanded initial indazolone hit into patentable scaffold derivatives with freedom of operation in lead

optimization. Project in collaboration with Research Centre for Natural Sciences, Hungarian Academy of

Sciences.
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Request a live demo and a free trial by email: gergely.makara@chempassltd.com
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